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Aside from the need to upgrade worn out features, two of the biggest reasons owners put money into remodeling are to increase the home’s value and to improve

their enjoyment of the home. But according to a new report from the National Association of REALTORS® and the National Association of the Remodeling

Industry (NARI), there’s not a lot of overlap between those two goals.

Interior projects the study examined:

New master suite

Kitchen upgrade

Complete kitchen renovation

Bathroom renovation

Add new bathroom

Basement conversion to living area

Attic conversion to living area

Insulation upgrade

Closet renovation

New wood flooring

Hardwood flooring refinish

HVAC replacement

The first-ever “Remodeling Impact Report” looks at the resale value and customer satisfaction of 12 interior and eight exterior projects. The projects range from

upgrades (a new HVAC system) to full-scale remodels (a new master suite). Members of NARI reviewed specs and provided cost estimates for each project.

Projects with Greatest Cost Recovery
REALTORS® reported that three interior projects and two exterior projects—all estimated to cost under $10,000—provide the greatest cost recovery at resale:

Exterior projects the study examined:

New steel front door

New fiberglass front door

New garage door

New vinyl siding

New fiber-cement siding



New roofing

New vinyl windows

New wood windows

Projects That Make Owners Happiest
By contrast, owners who had actually completed one of the 20 home improvements being tracked in the study were asked how much the work increased their

sense of happiness at home.  With one exception, it was the big-ticket items that brought the greatest sense of joy.

The resulting data was used to calculate the “Joy Score,” which combined the share of respondents who reported they were “happy” and “satisfied” when seeing

their completed project and divided the share by 10 to create a ranking between 1 and 10. Higher Joy Scores indicate greater happiness from the project. Here

are homeowners’ top five:

Projects That Appeal to Buyers
REALTORS® were also asked, regardless of cost,  which improvements were most appealing for buyers. Not surprisingly, the top five interior projects were very

similar to those that give owners the greatest joy—but REALTORS® said these big-ticket items aren’t the best in terms of payback when the home is sold. By

contrast, REALTORS® said owners will likely recover more than 80 percent of the cost on four of the five exterior projects with the greatest buyer appeal.

The overall winner? When you look at intersection of buyer appeal, cost, return, and owner joy, a new roof appears to be the smartest remodeling investment. A

home, after all, is first and foremost a shelter.



You can access a summary of the report, including methodology, at realtor.org.

—REALTOR® Magazine
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In Atlanta updates sell homes. Kitchens, bathrooms, hardwood floors, windows that insulate and are easy to clean, and speaking of clean, a
spotless, well maintained home, are key to selling a home for a high price. 
Stainless, quartz, and tons of counter space are important in kitchens. Hardwood floors instead of carpet or tile are very popular, open floor
plans are good, but not at the expense of a Dining Room. Southerners like to entertain, formally, as well as informally. Coffered celilings are
very popular upgrades. Traditional homes are the popular majority of styles in the South. 
HVAC matters, all exterior and interior safety and energy features should be newer and in good condition, also decks. Not all homes have a
basement, much less a walk out or daylight basement, but those that do are likely to sell for more money, even if it's not finished. 
In fact, if I'm listing a home with a full walk out "terrace level", I price it higher. As long as it has been prepped for plumbing, it is an asset. If
it's finished, and has a full bath and an area that can be a bedroom or office, and room for a family room, it's going to get a good ROI. 
In my opinion, homes that make sense, are not just tons of vast open spaces with flashy finishes, but make good use of the home, have good
flow, timeless finishes, will always sell, and upgrades or updates, count. 
Seeing a kitchen that has new(er) appliances, timeless cabinet style, a clean and generous amount of counter area, a gas cook top, one that has
clearly been maintained and kept up, is great, and the buyer won't see it as needing a "gut". Same for Baths. 
But dark wood walls, carpet, even if new, brick fireplaces, older tile, all that means a lower listing price. So in terms of "Joy" I would say that a
homeowner should keep their home updated as they live in it, improving its appeal and energy efficiency along the way, getting 'joy" from it
while they live there, always ready to list it if they want to or need to with little to do to get it into shape. That lets me come in, do a little
staging, a touch of wall painting, and it's ready to list! Now, that's JOY!
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Worth adding some localized appeal items (here in El Paso): 
1. convert evaporative cooler to new split system refrigerated 15 or more SEER with 80 or more AFUE variable speed heater. Cost $8000,
return 100%.
2. new solid wood interior southwest/santa fe style doors. Cost $3000 (for 8 doors), return 85% and maybe a quiker sale.
3. new cast stone fieplace mantle. Cost $2500, return 100% and maybe a quicker sale.

If the seller can do anything to help their house stand out, it is worth considering. For example, I was involved in a lot of cosmetic rehab
listings and particularly on the $100K houses, I would spec a new stainless steel appliance package (DW, range, microwave, refrigerator) by
GE or Westinghouse. Looks exceptional compared to competition, quicker sale, appraisers account for it. Everybody wins.

At a higher price, say $200K, add the cast stone mantle, appliances if needed, and clean up the front landscape.
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Over $500K, think about parking a 4-year old BMW or Mazda MX5 convertable in the garage and say it goes with the house.
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